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ANNUAL REPORT
1935 - 36

To the President of the University,

Sir:

I have the honor to present the following
report on the activities and growth of the
University Library for the year 1935-36.

ACQUISITIONS

The total of bound volumes added to the library reached
the highest figure of the depression years 1932-36, with a
total of 5,896 new accessions. This figure has been exceeded
considerably only twice in the history of the library: in
1929-30 accessions reached 7,752 volumes, accounted for in
part by a special appropriation of $7,800.00 for the Law
Library. In 1931-32 they reached 6,117.

Gifts

This satisfactory increase has been due in large measure
to persistent and careful effort to develop desirable exchanges
and to encourage gifts.

The largest individual gift came from Dr. H. L. Shantz
soon after his resignation as president of this institution.
He presented to the library a large part of his scientific
library, including more than 200 bound books and 3,000 reprints
and pamphlets, This collection, while primarily of a scientific
nature with emphasis on botany, included a number of volumes
on the resources, ethnology, and languages of various regions
of Africa. Among important scientific sets may be mentioned:
Proceedings of the Rhodesia Scientific Association, v.1-13,
1899-1920, and several lacking volumes of Soil Research.
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Rodriguez Marin, Spanish scholar, presented the library
with 51 bound volumes of his works. These came to the in-
stitution through the personal efforts of Dr. J. D. Fitz-Gerald,
head of the Spanish Department.

Numerous individuals have given occasional volumes.
Special mention may be made of the many books in Spanish given
by Prof. G. R. Nichols, books on international relations from
the International Relations Club, a subscription to Fortune
Magazine by Mrs. William Otis, 11 volumes for the orientation
shelf from Frank Groundwater, Elm, Washington; and two early
chemical works: Turner, Elements of Chemistry, 1832; and
Orfila, Practical Chemistry, 1818, from Miss Lois Whistler, an
all mw' of the University.

Exchanges

During the Librarian's leave in the spring and summer of
1935, at Vanderbilt University and the University of Illinois,
a systematic selection was made from the unlisted duplicates
of those two institutions. These selections were all checked
against the library's holdings to avoid duplication, before
shipment was made.

The most importautgroup in the Vanderbilt selection in-
cluded 66 volumes of early U. S. congressional documents, 36
from the period 1851-53, valuable particularly for much his-
torical matter relative to the boundary settlement between
the U. S. and Mexico. Among them was Randolph B. Mercy's
report on the "Exploration of the Red River of Louisiana in
the year 1852", published with numerous maps and illustrations
in 1853.

The exchanges selected from duplicates at the University
of Illinois were primarily state documents needed to fill in
the files. Approximately 250 separate pieces were included
in this lot.

Last year an effort was made to build up domestic exchanges
and to prepare adequate records covering them. This year a sys-
tematic effOrt was made to build up similarly foreign exchanges.
This is at best a slow and painstaking process and entails much
correspondence, careful selection, and persistent effort. How-
ever, the following institutions responded to requests and are
sending desirable publications:,
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Acadebie nationale des sciences, belles-lettres et
arts de Bordeaux.

Acadeaie royale des sciences, des lettres et des beaux-
arts de Belgique, Brussels.

Academia de ciencias, morales y politicas, Madrid.

Academia Venezolana, Caracas.
Accademia Belle acienze di Bologna.
Alberta. University.
Bayeriache Akademie der Wissenschaften, Munich,
Mexico City. Universidad Bagina Barreda.
Mexico. University. Institute of biology, Chapultepec.
MUseo nacional de bellas artes, Buenos Aires.
Nova Scotian institute of science, Halifax.
Palestine Government. Department of antiquities.

Royal Dublin Society, Dublin.
Royal Society of Canada.
Royal Society of South Africa.
Senckenbergische bibliotek, Frankfurt.
Sociedad de geografia e historia, Tegucigalpa, Honduras.
Uppsala. Universitets bibliotek.

Of domestic institutions, new exchange relations were
established with the following:

Academy of science, St. Louis.
Brooklyn botanic garden.
George Peabody college for teachers.
Harvard University. Peabody museum.
Idaho. Bureau of mines.
Phillips Academy. Department of American archaeology.

Checking of duplicate lists from other libraries brought
in nearly 1,000 items, including a large percentage of bound
volumes. The libraries contributing thellargest number were:
University of Denver (135), University of Michigan (130),
University of Chicago (117), University of Minnesota (76),
University of Oregon (75), University of Missouri (46), Cleveland
Public Library (46). Other libraries to send duplicate exchange
material included: Duke University, University of Iowa,
University of Louisiana, University of Maryland, University of
Mississippi, Clemson College, Los Angeles Public Library. Among
desirable acquisitions in this group may be mentioned eight
volumes of the Textile Institute Journal (v.14-21), received
from Iowa State College Library.
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The chief value in developing duplicate exchange relations
with other libraries is that it enables us to pick up out of
print books and back numbers of series no longer available from
the publishers. This phase of the work could be profitably ex-
panded. It is necessary to severely restrict it now because of
inadequate assistance.

Purchases

Through the depression years, the library book budget has
been severely curtailed. This fact coupled with the necessity
for continuing subscriptions to periodicals, has seriously re-
duced the funds available for new books. Mounting costs of
periodicals, particularly the German ones, has increased the
periodical expenditures even over the best budget year. During
1935-36, $5,800.00 was spent for books for the general library,

$2,052.00 for the law library, and $4,800.00 for periodicals for
both libraries. With a book budget so low it has not been
possible to purchase needed back files of periodicals, nor to
pick up out of print books to any extent, since most depart-
ments find It necessary to restrict their recommendations to
books urgently needed for current work. largely recently
published books.

Among important purchases may be mentioned:

Baker, Ernest A. History of the English novel. London,
1924-35. vols. 1-5.

Bibliographie ggographique Internationale. Paris,
vols. 23-34, 1923-34.

Edinburgh. Faculty of advocates. Library. Catalogue
of printed books. 1863-79. 7 vole.

Font, Father Pedro. Certificate of marriage, dated
October 26, 1775, San Xavier del Bac. (manuscript)

Frazer, J. G. Golden bough. New York, 1935. 12 vole.
Geologisches zentralblatt. Leipzig, Abt. B, vols. 1-5.
Hertslet's commercial treaties. London, 1827-35.

4 vols.
Natural history. New York. 1919-23. vols. 19-28.
New Mexico historical review. Santa Fe. 1926-30. vols.l -5.

Pennell, Joseph. Pen drawing and pen draughtsmen.
London, 1889. (Holme collection)

Rabelais, Francois. Oeuvres. Illus. by Dore. Paris,
1873. 2 vols. (Holme collection)

Reisner, G. A. Harvard excavations at Samaria.
Cambridge, 1924. 2 vole.
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Thomas a Kempis. Imitatio Christi. 1489.

Williams, G. F. Diamond mines of South Africa. New
York, 1902.

Holme Collection

The private library of Frank Holme, Chicago newspaper
artist of the "nineties" and founder of the Bandarlog press
in Arizona*, was purchased from Charles H. Sloan, Columbus,
Ohio, book dealer. The library comprises more than 300 bound
volumes of works bearing chiefly on illustration and related
art subjects. There are many unusual and scarce titles in
this collection, among them the first five volumes of Le Eire.
This collection forms a desirable complement to the original
drawings by Frank Holme and others which were secured in 1934.

Holme's collection of drawings and illustrations have
gradually been arranged and a fairly accurate count taken.
There are 540 original drawings by Holme, including 75 sketches
made for some of George Ade's early work; 140 reproductions
of Holme drawings, chiefly proofs; 95 unsigned drawings and 37
signed by other artists than Holme. There are 160 prints
(etchings, engravings, etc.), 880 large illustrations detached
from Harper's Weekly and other illustrated magazines, and
about 1,000 smaller illustrations. In addition there are 94
posters and magazine covers including some of the most inter-
esting work in this field of Edward Penfield, Frank R. Leyen-
decker, Ernest Haskell and others.

CATALOGING

A record was set in the number of new titles catalogued.
(4,010) and the number of cards added to the public catalog
(16,593). 842 titles represent original cataloging, i. e.,
books for which L. C. printed cards were not available. 969
continuations were added and 169 second copies (not including
unaccessioned additions for the Reserve Book Room).

One important task nearing completion this year was the
cataloging of foreign geological publications and the filing of
full sets of cards for this material in the public catalog.

* See Colophon, n.s. 1:191-200, October 1935.
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In the last few years the following important classes of
material have been fully catalogued, with sets of cards filed
in the public catalog: 1) periodical and society publications,
2) state geological series, 3) foreign geological series.
Formerly only an office record was available for this material.

With W.P.A. assistance checking of subject references In
the public catalog was made and "see" cards (references from
one subject to another) inserted where needed. A beginning
was made on a similar check of "see also" references.

The recorded use
volumes for the year.
on open shelves or in
staff as large as the
97,907. In ten years
out increase in staff

USE OF BOOKS

of books reached a total of 184,901
This does not include the use of books
the stacks. In 1925-26 with a regular
present one, the circulation reached
the service to readers has doubled, with-

. The time has come when an additional
professional assistantis needed for circulation work.

Miss Kelsey, assistant in charge of the Reserve Book Room,
with the help of N.Y.A. students made a study of the use of
reserve books. The results were tabulated and made available
to instructors in all courses. IdstrUctors who took the trouble
to examine the report found much of interest and value in it as
indicating the extent to which books recommended in their courses
for outside reading were actually being used. It has also re-
sulted in a reduction of the number of books placed on reserve,
thereby making more books available for the regular two-week
period, and redcing the time and expense of handling through
the reserve book routine.

The seating capacity of the reserve book room had for
several years been inadequate and the crowding at peak periods

added greatly to the noise and confusion in the room. With the

release of room 110 for library purposes, tables and chairs were
moved down from the seminars and the room was converted into a
reading room for upper division and graduate students. This

change has been greatly appreciated by the students and relieves
the congestion in the main reserve room. The seating capacity

of the library is now adequate, but no more than that.
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To meet in part the library's responsibility to draw at-
tention to its resources and thereby to stimulate independent
reading, a shelf of selected new books has been placed on dis-
play each week near the main desk. They are kept there for one
week before they may be withdrawn. In addition, each day two
groups of books selected from the old books in the library are
placed on opposite sides of the main desk and are available for
immediate withdrawal. Lists of interesting books are kept
available at the desk for students who may be seeking recrea-
tional reading matter.

EXTENSION SERVICE

From within the state 221 requests were received for books,
431 pieces were sent out to 50 different Arizona communities.
The largest number of items went to Superior (43), Fort Apache
(20), Phoenix (19), Safford (18), Wellton (17). Nine requests
were received for books or information from other states, and
ten items were sent out. Practically all these requests were
for books for serious study.

INTER - LIBRARY LOANS

A total of 86 loans were arranged with other institutions
for graduate and faculty use, the heaviest borrowing from the
following: University of California (26), Stanford University
(13), University of Chicago (11).

Thirty-four loans were made to other libraries, serving
26 institutions in 17 states.

PERIODICALS

A marked improvement in the handling of current periodicals
was effected through the installation of a Kardex for checking
current numbers. The records are now more readily available, and
are far more efficiently administered. Under the direction of
Miss Paylore, a more systematic effort has been made to keep the
files complete and to safeguard numbers after receipt. As long
as there is no supervision of the periodical room, however, it is
inevitable that a large number of current numbers will be lost.
It has been necessary to severely curtail the number of periodicals
on open shelves, and further restriction will be necessary unless
adequate supervision is provided. It is not only the actual loss
of numbers, but also mutilation necessitating replacement of entire
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issues, which is a continual annoyance and drain on the periodical

budget.

EXHIBITS

A number of successful exhibits were prepared for the lobby

cases. The most ambitious was an exhibit occupying both cases
commemorating the centenary of Mark Twain's birth. A number of

books (first and other rare editions), loaned by Frances Pawner
Grier from her private collection, made this display of real

significance and one which attracted wide interest. Mr. Underwood
(a Tucson winter visitor) of the photographic firm of Underwood
and Underwood, New York City, loaned to this exhibit an early
photograph of Mark Twain.

Other timely exhibits all designed. to call attention
to particular resources of the library were on the following
topics: Pickwick centenary, Winslow Homer, Lincoln anniversary
(featuring an original issue of the New York Herald announcing
Lincoln's assassination), Lope de Vega, History of the English
Bible, John James Audubon, Autographs of modern poets (largely

loaned by Georgia Scott), Physical science courses.

STAFF

It is a great good fortune that no resignation of staff
members occurred this year. With each one carrying a more than
normal load, a resignation would have been a serious handicap, as
it would require considerable time to train a new person up to the
level of efficiency attained by any present staff member.

Miss Paylore and Miss Kelsey, who have given several years
of efficient service on the staff and are now doing work of pro-
fessional grade, were on leave in the summer to attend the Library
School at the University of Illinois.

The librarian served as president of the Arizona State Library
Association, vice-president for Arizona of the Southwestern Library
Association, and chairman of the American Library Association
Committee on Code Revision. MSS Milligan served as secretary of
the State Library Association, Miss Larson as chairman of its
nominating committee. Miss Lutrell, consultant, completed the
record of newspaper holdings of libraries in Arizona for the
American Library Association.
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W. P. A.

A W.P.A. project, at its peak, employing 25 workers, was
a definite aid in clearing up various routine tasks which had

accumulated over a period of years. The most important single
piece of work was the arranging and listing of approximately
50,000 issues of New York City newspapers, secured from Duke
University in 1935. The early issues of the New York Herald,
1802-5 (about 150 pieces), were segregated from the remainder
of the collection, and given special treatment which their
age and rarity merited. The remainder are now arranged in boxes
in the basement and can be made available (with some difficulty)
to readers when needed. However, to make the collection of most
use, it will be necessary to bind a large number of voluMes and '

to provide special stacks for shelving.

The development of a picture 'collection has gone forward
under the direction of Dr. Esther Payne. This collection which
was begun primarily to meet the need for pictures in exhibits,
has grown very rapidly and is becoming increasingly useful to
art, dramatic and literature students and in library extension work.

Other tasks which were satisfactorily carried on by W.P.A.
workers included:

1) Book mending and relettering (3,900 volumes).
2) Sewing newspapers and other serials into temporary

bindings (400 volumes).
3) Stamping plates with library ownership mark (about

151)00 volumes were checked for plates).
4) Arranging and listing state documents (3,000 items).

While the administration of so large a group of workers en-
croached considerably on the time of the librarian and other
members of the staff, it is felt that the results have justified
this temporary inconvenience. The book collection is now in
better shape than it has been in years, and in some instances the
workers were able to assist in the improvement of the card records.
It would have been impossible to carry on so ambitious a program,
had not W.P.A. furnished one trained librarian, Helen Squires,
who organized and administered certain parts of the project.

NEEDS

The most imperative physical need of the library is addi-
tional book shelves. At least tier 2 and 3 of the main stacks
should be completed at the earliest opportunity. It is now
necessary to shelve material in cupboards all over the building,
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and in the basement. Under these conditions, it is impossible
to care for the book stock properly, and efficient service is
becoming more and more difficult.

The second physical need is an improvement in the lighting
of the reading rooms. Ten-foot candle is considered satisfactory
for reading ordinary printed type. Nowhere in the reading rooms

do we approach this. The average is about four. While a satis-

factory readjustment of the lights in the main reading room
would entail considerable expense, a different type of light
bowl in the Reserve Book Rooms and in the two reading rooms ad-
joining the main reading room is possibly all that is needed to
solve the problem in those places.

Additional staff members are needed to carry on properly
the work which should be done. At least one additional person
is needed for service to readers and one for cataloging. The

staff has not kept pace with the growth of the institution and
the growth of the library.

We should now begin to develop more systematically the
collection, care, and cataloging of documents of all kinds,
state, federal, and foreign, with particular reference to the
instructional needs of departments, notably the growing School
of Business. Much of this material does not come unsolicited.
It goes out of print very quickly and can be secured in later
years only with great difficulty and at considerable expense.
All the document work should be placed under the direction of
one person who would have charge of soliciting documents, pre-
paration for binding, cataloging, and to a certain extent re-
ference work with this material.

With the large increase in circulation, the management of
all the servics to readers should be lodged with one person who
would have full responsibility of supervision. This has been
impossible with our present staff, but it could be done with
the addition of one trained circulation assistant.

The book needs of the institution have necessarily not been
adequately met in recent years. An adequate book fund for buying
current books and periodicals and providing also for a limited
buying of back sets, out of print books and replacement of lost
and worn out books, would be no less than double the present
allotment. A systematic effort should be begun soon to fill in
the back files of important periodical sets, and to build up the
general reference collection, notably bibliography. The biblio-
graphies are of first importance. Even though we do not have
the books. we should be able to say what books have been published
on a specific subject.



A check was made to determine our holdings of books listed
in Mudge, Guide to reference books (1929), a standard list of
books of reference for libraries. The percentage of our hold-
ings in various subject classes ranged from 9, to 73%. Of the

total titles listed, the library has only 2210. Allowing for
books which would be infrequently used in this particular library
and for books which have been superseded, the percentage to be
aimed at is at least 60%. A systematic building up of this part
of the library is of first importance.
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APPENDIX I
University of Arizona Library

Statistics, 1935-36

Number of days open in the year-

Number of hours open each week:
General library (September-May)-
Reserve book room-
Summer school-

Number of books lent for
Main desk: Students-

Faculty-
Reserve book room-

Number of books lent for
room use:

Main desk-
Reserve book room-

home use:
25,390
3) 394

reading

Number of volumes at beginning of year,
approximately-

Books accessioned:

29,234

5,653

64,737
85,227

Purchase, general library- 2,296

Purchase, law library 780

Gifts and exchanges- 1,471

Binding 1,349

5,896

Books withdrawn or lost- 121

Net increase-
Number of volumes at end of year,

293

80
81

75

134,901

108,517

5,775

approximately-

Number of newspapers, periodicals,
serials received, approximately-

Library Expenditures-
Salaries
Student service
Books, General, library
Books, Law library
Books, General courses
Periodicals
Binding, General library
Binding, Law library
Supplies, Stationery, Printing
Telephone, postage, freight,

express
Furniture, eqUipment

and other

$16,198.40
2,097.92
5,376.83
2,052.20

683.00
4,810.58
2,698.32

120.91
925.60

381.18
566.58

114,292

1,100

$36,411.82
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LIBRARY STAFF
1935-36

Rudolph Gjelsness Librarian

Estelle Lutrell Consulting librarian

Mabel A. Guild Assistant librarian

Clara A. Larson Head cataloger

Eloise Kelsey ,..,.Reserve book room librarian,
Order assistant

Patricia Paylore Serials librarian

Louise Milligan Reference librarian

Henry C. Cox Circulation librarian

Ruth Hewlett Cataloger

Gertrude Robert Cataloger
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APPENDIX II
Report of the Cataloging Dept.

1935/36

Titles cataloged and cards added:

Titles cataloged, L.C. and typed
Typed titles
total cards added
Total typed cards added to D. C.
Total L. C. cards added to D. C.

1934/35

3,465
795

22,650
3,429

12,183

1935/36

4,015
842

23,813
3,151

13,432

Continuation adds and second cony adds:

Total continuation adds Titles 338 688

Vols. !.)37 969

Total second copy adds Titles 164 146

Vols. 283 169

Titles reclassified Titles 13 18

Vols. 329 77

Law books cataloged

L. C. cards Titles 31 77

Vols. 43 147

Typed cards Titles 22 18

Vols. 87 64

Total Titles 53 95

Vols. 130 211
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APPENDIX III
Inter-Library Loans

1935/36

Books borrowed:

Arizona State Library 1

Brigham Young University 1

California State Library 1

California Institute of Technology 1

Colorado School of Mines 1

Columbia University 4

Cornell University 2

Harvard School of Landscape Architecture 1

Harvard University 2

Los Angeles County Medical Library 1

Stanford University
University of California, Berkeley 26

University of Chicago 11

University of Denver 1

University of Illinois 5

University of Michigan 1

University of Pennsylvania
University of Southern California 5

University of Washington 1

University of Wisconsin 4

Western Reserve University 1

86

Books loaned:

Arizona State Teachers College, Flagstaff
Bancroft Library, Berkeley
Bethel College
DePauw University
Glenville State Teachers College 1

Hampton Institute
Jerome Public Library
Kansas Agricultural College 1

New Mexico Agricultural College 4

Ohio State University 1

Phoenix Public Library 1

San Bernardino Valley Junior College 1

Santa Fe Public Library 1

Stanford University 1

Teachers College, New York
Texas Technological College 2

University of Denver 1

University of Idaho 1

University of New Mexico 4

University of Oklahoma 1

University of Pittsburgh
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University of Southern California 1

Washington State University 1

Western State Teachers L'ollege 1

Wittenberg College 1
_,...._

L54
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API1ENDIX IV
Extension Loans

1935/36

Town )Inquiries
)Requests

Volumes
loaned

)Pamphlets,

)Unb.material,
)Pictures,
)Typed extracts,
)Newspaper clip.

Arivaca 9 5 2

Benson 2 2

Bisbee 4 5

Bowie 2 15

Canille 1 1

Casa Grande 2 4

Chandler 2 2

Clarkdale 17 16

Cochise 2 3

Coolidge 2

Douglas 3 17 3

Duncan 1 2

Flagstaff 1 2

Florence 5 4 1

Ft. Apache 12 20

Ft. Defiance 1 3

Ft. Grant 1 4

Gila Bend 2 2

Grand Canyon 3 6

Holbrook 3 5

Jerome 1 1

Kingman 5 8

Leupp 1

Linden 1

Lowell 1 1

Mesa 1

Miami 6 12 23

Naco 2 2

Navajo Agency 1 2

Nogales 1 1

Patagonia 1 4

Payson 3 14

Peoria 1 2

Phoenix 15 19 1

Polacca 4 13

Prescott 13 18

Ray 7 9

Liacaton 1 5

Safford 4 18

San Carlos 1 1
San Simon 6 10
Scottsdale 1 8
Sells 3 7

Somerton 4 5

Springerville 2 4
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)Inquiries Volumes )Pamphlets,

}Requests Loaned Wub.material,
}Pictures,
)T,ped extracts,

}Newarer clip.

Superior 28 43

Thatcher 45 57

Tombstone 3 8

Tucson 2 4

Valentine 4 5

Warren 1

Webb 1 1

Wellton 16 17

Williams 3 9 1

Winslow 3 10

Yuma 3 10

Total 221 395 36

Out-of-State Extension Loans
1935/36

Town )Inquiries
)Requests

Volumes
loaned

}Pamphlets,
)Unb.material,
)Pictures,
)Typed extracts,
Wewspaper cli .

California:

Elsinore 1

Laguna Beach 2 4

New 4xico:
Albuquerque 1

Hurley .1 3 3

Silver City 1

Texas:
Austin 1

El Paso 1

Houston 1

Total 9 7 3
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APPEVDIX V
Donors

1935/36

Alexander, E. G.
Amer.Assoc.for Adult Educ.
American Legion
American Liberty League
Antioch Press
Armitage, Merle
Aston, Rollah E.
Barnes Foundation
Baruch, Bernard M.
Beeler, Lewis W.
Blaine, Mrs. Emmons
Bliss, Paul S.
Bolles, Laura
Borgquist, E. S.
Bork, A. W.
Bork, Elizabeth
Brown, E. J.
Brown, Mrs. Herbert
Brandon, Eugenie
Carnegie Corporation of N.Y.
Carnegie Endowment for Inter-

national Peace
Carnegie Inst. of Washington
Chemical Foundation
Child, Allen P.
Clark, Owen Farrell
Cosulich, Bernice
Cross, Larry
Desch, Charles
Dominican Republic, Legagion,

Washington, D. C.
Draper, Ruth
Estrada, Genaro
Eversull, H. K.
Gerwig, George
Gjelsness, R. H.
Glock, Waldo
Goddard, Dwight
Gomez, 0. A.
Gordon, D. W. G.
Groundwater, Frank
Hacienda del Sol
Heineman, Robert
Hewlett, Muth V.
Hill, Edwin C.
Hispanic Society of America
Hoover, Herbert
Horace Plunkett Foundation
International Relations Club.

University of Arizona.
Italy. Consul, New York,

Jauncey, Leslie C.
Johnson, G.

Kansas Emergency 'relief Committee
Kelly, Eric P.
Kelly, Mr. and Mrs. Gilliam
Littauer, Lucius N.
Lockwood, F. C.
McCarty, R. J.
McCormick, Cyrus Hall
McCormick, Harold P.
McCormick, Stanley
McKale, X. F.
Matthews, Wm. R.
Mathewson, E. P.
Medcraft, Mrs. W. G.
Milligan, Louise
Missouri Relief Commission
Motley, Raymond
Morrow, Mrs. O. G.
Museum of Modern Art Library
National Geographic Society
Nichols, G. R.
Otis, Mrs. William
Palmer, William K.
Pan American Union
Patrick, D. L.
Pattison, S. F.
Penney, J. C.
Penniston, J. B.
Polish Information Service
Robert, Mrs. Gertrude T.
Rodriguez Marin, Francisco
Shantz, H. L.
Sinclair, Unton
Sommer, Federico
Spiller, C.
Spivey, T. S.
Spofford, Mrs. C. A.
Stoyanow, A. A.
Tatum, H. C.
Teja Zebra, Alfonso
Tetreau, E. D.
Theosophical Society
Thiokol 'dorporation
Turkey. Republican Party. Secretary

General, hew York.
Voluntary Parenthood League, Inc.
Vorhies, C. T.
Vos, B. J.
Whistler, Lois
Whitney Museum
WOodrow Wilson Foundation
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APPENDIX VI
Accessions Statistics

Month Orders

1935/36

Law Bindery )Gifts
)Exchan

Total Cancelled

July 83 84 56 31 254 7

August 107 36 168 8 319 1

September 91 282 381 108 862 9

October 178 32 189 399 13

November 151 30 89 124 394 9

December 221 32 239 137 629 5

January 474 78 130 190 872 10

February 149 56 111 141 457 10

March 390 42 154 119 705 19

April 294 41 13 125 473 24

May 73 38 1 156 268

Tune 85 29 7 143 264 11

Total 2296 780 1349 1471 5896 121

121

Net increase 5775
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